Is Webex the Solution?
Being Intentional with the Use of Webex Synchronous Sessions

Decision Point: Is it truly critical? Can you accomplish the same goals by sharing a recorded video and having students discuss it in a Canvas discussion board? Will audio suffice? Will a screen recording that you share in Canvas work? Be intentional with the use of live Webex sessions.

YES
Use Webex Virtual Meeting in Canvas to host a synchronous session.

NO
Is it critical we speak to each other in a live session?

YES
Does it need to be recorded to be listened to later?

NO
Do I need to show them something on my screen?

YES
For PPT Slides: Create a narrated PPT
For Lecture Recording and/or Screen-Sharing: Create a recording using Panopto or Screencast-O-Matic

NO
Do multiple people need the information?

YES
Call them on the phone.

NO
Record video of yourself talking using Panopto or Screencast-O-Matic.

To access tutorials on each of the tools mentioned, please visit our Continue Teaching site and click on the Share Audio/Video Instruction link.